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example esd control document based on iec 61340-5-1 - esd footwear that has been qualified by the esd
coordinator per the requirements in ansi/esd stm 9.1 and ansi/esd stm 97.1. note: product qualification data
has shown that the total system resistance of the employee, esd footwear and flooring is less than 3.5x107
ohms when tested per the requirements of ansi/esd stm 97.1. esd-435 september 2018 4' frame
drainable blade - esd-435 is a weather louver designed to protect air intake and exhaust openings in building
exterior walls. design incorporates drain gutters in the head member and horizontal blades to channel water to
the jambs where water is further channeled through vertical downspouts and out at the sloped sill. the esdesd layout guide - ti - esd protection layout guide the impedance presented to iesd is a function of any
impedance inherent with the tvs (in the diode array and the package of the tvs) and the pcb layout between
the esd source and the tvs ground. a tvs is generally designed to offer as low of an impedance to ground for
iesd as its overall design constraints will allow. the prevention and control of electrostatic discharge
(esd ... - sensitive to electrostatic discharge (esd). it is possible for electronic devices to be damaged by esd
that is imperceptible to the human body. this document is intended to shed some light on the sources of esd
and provides guidelines on the prevention and control of esd.
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